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._stract._:
A new vehicle following controller :
" is proposed for autonomous intelligent vehicles. : The proposed vehicle following controller not only provides smooth transient maneuver for unavoid-_able nonzero initial conditions but also guarantees the asymptotic platoon stability without the ÷ availability of feedforward information.
Further-_ more, the achieved asymptotic platoon stability is shown to be robust to sensor delays and an upper bound for the allowable sensor delays is also provided in this paper. • Ideal gas law holds in the intake manifold.
• Temperature of the intake manifold does not change.
• There are no time delays in generating the power in the engine.
• The drive axle is sufficiently rigid.
• The torque converter is locked.
• The brakes follow first order dynamics.
The dynamics of the flow of air into and out of the intake manifold is described by
where ma is the mass of air in the intake manifold and thai, rhao are the mass flow rates through the throttle valve and into the cylinders, respectively. Empirical equations developed for these flow rates are
where max is a constant determined by the size of the intake manifold; To(.) is the throttle characteristic, a nonlinear function of the throttle angle a; PRI(') is the pressure influence function describing the choked flow relationship.
Notice that rha0 is generally measured by steadystate engine tests and supplied in tabular form as a function of the mass of air ma in the intake manifold and the engine speed we. The engine's rotational dynamics is given by
where I is the rotary inertia of the engine and the wheels referred to the engine side; R is the effective gear ratio from the wheel to the engine; Tb_ is the brake torque;
T,a is the net-engine torque which is also measured by steady-state engine tests and supplied in tabular form as a function of ma and the engine speed we; r is the effective tire radius; and F_r is the tractive force.
The tractive force can be expressed as
where Kr is the longitudinal tire stiffness; _ is a constant determined by the road and tire condition (usually aroun d 0.15 [10]); sat(.) is the standard saturation function; and i is the slip between the wheels and ground given by 12 i=l---
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In addition, we adopt a linear brake actuator model Let zi (zi-1 resp.)andvl (vi-1 resp.) be the position and velocity of the ith (i -1_h resp.) vehicle. As shown in Figure ( 1), the spacing deviation for the ith vehicle from the desired safety distance is
where li is the length of controlled vehicle.
: _gi To this end, it seems that input-output feedback linearization technique may provide a promising approach to deal with this nonlinear control problem based on the structure of the system. However, since the mappings Trier(', "), m'ao(', ") and PRI(') are supplied in tabular forms, their exact partial derivatives are not clearly identified.
Consequently, feedback linearization method can not be applied directly.
IV. NONLINEAR

CONTROL METHODOLOGIES
In this section, we will show how the basic ideas used in backstepping control design approach can be applied to controller design for two classes of nonlinear systems.
The control methodologies developed will then be used to design vehicle following controllers in Section V..
Nonlinear control systems
Class I Consider the following single-input single-output (SISO)
where w, z E R are state variables; y E R is the output;
fl (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and gl are smooth nonlinear functions; • _,vm E R are bounded external signals; and u is the
The control objective is to design the input u so that the output y is regulated, i.e., limt...o_ y(t) = 0, while the state variables w, z remain bounded. Our approach for finding an input u to achieved the control objective is based on the application of control Lyapunov function in the backstepping technique developed in [2]. The basic ideas of applying backstepping technique to the control design for system (_10) are roughly summarized in the following.
First, we neglect the dynamics of state z and treat z as the input, then find a control input z = Zd to achieve output regulation for the following reduced order system:
Second, construct a state feedback u from the computed
Finally, we show the control objective is achieved for the closed loop system.
For our approach, we make the following assumptions. 
If, for k2 > 0, u is such that
Theorem 1 Consider the system (10) with the following proposed nonlinear slate feedback controller 
Then the closed loop syatem (10), (12) yields a subsystem
This implies that (h, _) --(0, 0) is an equilibrium of the system (13), (14). Take as a Lyapunov function for (13), (14).
which is a positive definite, descrescent, and radially unhounded function.
The derivative of V along the trajectory of (13), (14) is
Therefore, we see 
is BIBO stable.
The controldesignfor (15)is similarto the onefor system (10). Tostart with, weneglect the dynamics of stater/andtreat77 asthecontrol inputofthesystem (15), thentry to finda control r/dto achieve control objective for thefollowing reduced ordersystem: 
A. Controller Design
The proposed controller is composed of a throttle controller, a brake controller, and a switching logic. The brake controller is to execute the decelerating operation. In order to shape the desired transient response, we adopt the idea of PID control and define a function to be regulated where ep and el are design parameters to be determined. The design of throttle and brake controllers are discussed separately in the following. d_e We see that the system (25) Besides, the Assumptions 4.3 is also satisfied in the range of operation.
By Theorem 1, we propose the following control law Since the engine/brake dynamics are much faster than the vehicle dynamics (which thus can be neglected in the stage of vehicle performance analysis), the vehicle dynamics of the closed loop system under either throttle control _(28), (28) or brake control (29), (30) can be represented by
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From the definition of _i (9) and (30), we have As pointed out in Remark 4.1, xi-x -_i-1 will converge to zero exponentially under the condition hi-1 = 0. It follows that _i will converge to zero while the preceding vehicle is traveling at constant speed.
VI. ASYMPTOTIC PLATOON STABILITY
In this section, we will show that by properly choosing design parameters, the controller proposed in Section 5 can achieve asymptotic platoon stability when it is installed on each vehicle of a group of vehicles ( one following another) with safe distance rule (8).
Asymptotic Platoon Stability
Consider a group of vehicles all equipped with the proposed throttle controller (28) and brake controller (29). Since, at steady state of vehicle following, Differentiating equation (23)threetimesandsubstituting thederivative of vi by (34), we obtain g, (t) 
Given kl > 0 and $ > 0, the suitable values of parameters cz and cp satisfying inequality (38) reside outside shaded ellipse as shown in Figure 2 . Consequently, if we choose c_, k_, c, outside the shaded ellipse as shown in Figure 2 , asymptotic platoon stability can be assured. Let r be the time delay caused by the velocity sensor and the position sensor, such that the velocity and position terms in (28) Differentiating bothsidesof(9)threetimes, weget
+k_ (___(t -,9 -_(t -_-))1 
It is easily verified that such that condition (45) is equivalent to
Since a > 0 and b > 0, we see from (49) . ing situation is considered : at time t = 0 sec, the leading vehicle changes lanes and the new vehicle target is 3.2 m/s faster and meters farther ahead than the previous one. In this situation, a suddenly change of the relative velocity and relative distance appears which is then confirmed by [6] the on-board computer and the automatic control equipment is reset. Thus, non-zero initial conditions appear.
The velocity, acceleration, and spacing deviation profiles shown in Figure (4) One of features of this design is that the [I0] asymptotic platoon stability can be achieved with properly chosen design parameters. We furthershow that this nice property istheoretically robust to a certaindegree of sensor delays. The computer simulation resultsdemonstrate the effectiveness of our control approach and enhance the feasibility of practical AICC technology deployment. 
